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A unique occasion deserves a unique experience.

For Expert Advice Call
01722 744 695

 
 

 
https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/special-occasion-holidays/private-tours/world/petra-express-break/

The Petra Express

Break available: March - May & Sept - End Nov 4
Night Break 

For those short of time this Petra Travel break is the perfect break
to see Petra, relax at the Dead Sea and see some of the
landscape and sights on the Kings Highway. This is all within the
comfort of your own chauffeured car with PRIVATE guide. The
guide always goes out of his way to adapt to your interests to
make sure you have the most personalised break possible. He will
also stop at local villages and go off the beaten track to give you a
personal insight into current Jordanian culture and cuisine. We
believe in giving you the best experience so this break already
includes the upgraded rooms with the stunning mountain views
at Petra, and the relaxing sea views at the Dead Sea. If, however,
this is not the perfect break for you let us know as we will be able
to tailor make it for you.  

 

Highlights

● PRIVATE Petra Tour with your own guide
● Kings Highway featuring the Mosaic town of Madaba, Mt

Nebo with its Kerak Crusader Fortress and the stunning
Wadi Mujib with your own private driver guide

● St Johns Baptism Site with your own PRIVATE driver and
guide

● Relax floating at the Dead Sea
● Private Transfers, Private vehicle and Private Guide
● Petra by Candlelight - This normally carries an extra charge

but is complimentary to guests of Weekend a la Carte
● Upgraded rooms at Petra with Mountain View Room, and the

Dead Sea for Sea View

Day by Day Itinerary

DAY 1Fly to Amman and Overnight

Fly to Amman where you will be met in arrivals and given a private transfer to your hotel in the capital.

Your private guide will remain with you throughout the holiday, and each day will discuss your planned itinerary with you to make sure it is
exactly as you wish to ensure you have the perfect break for you.

Overnight in Amman.
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DAY 2 Private visit to Mt Nebo, Madaba, Kerak, and Wadi Al Mujib.

Your PRIVATE GUIDE  will pick you up from the hotel after breakfast. Your journey south towards Petra along the 2000 yr old ancient Kings
Highway, which is part of the silk road, and includes a number of interesting stops.

Firstly visit the Christian town of Madaba – “the city of Mosaics” , with the Greek Orthodox church of St. George where the famous 6th
century Byzantine mosaic map of the holy sites in the biblical world is found.

Next up is the Monastery in Mt Nebo, one of the most revered holy sites in Jordan as it is the burial place of Moses, and has a spectacular
view over the Holy Land.

Following this continue your journey with a visit to the magnificent Crusader Fortress of Kerak.  This will take you through Wadi Al Mujib, a
deep valley with one of Jordan’s most breathtaking views.

Arrive in Petra late afternoon.

Overnight in your 5 star Hotel in Petra in your Mountain View Room.

A la Carte Optional Extras

Prepare a meal at the Petra Kitchen

On one of the nights while you are in Petra you can enjoy a night cuisine course and meal at the Petra Kitchen. The Petra Kitchen has a
relaxed, informal atmosphere where you’ll prepare an evening meal, working alongside local women under the supervision of a chef. This
includes soup, cold and hot mezza and salads, a main course and take home recipes. This lasts about 2 1/2 hours. Our Personal experience
of cooking at the Petra Kitchen

Price Per Person: £40

DAY 3Private Guided Tour of Petra, Petra by Candlelight

https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/cooking-petra-kitchen-jordan/
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After breakfast your private guided tour of Petra  starts with a walk to the Siq. We offer the choice of doing part of this on horseback should
you prefer.

The Siq, legendary in the film Raiders of the Lost Arc, is a 15 minute walk through a long narrow fissure between two overhanging cliffs that
leads you to the heart of Petra.

Your private tour then gradually unfolds the mysteries of the Red Rose city with its spectacular Treasury, Royal Tombs, burial chambers and
high places of sacrifice. A local expert will take you around proudly sharing his history and insights into this amazing place.

Having familiarised you with the site your guide will leave you for the afternoon to explore the parts of Petra that are of most interest! This can
include the Upper Petra area.

Afterwards right at the exit to Petra we would recommend a stop at the oldest Cave Bar in the world. The walls of the Cave Bar are part of an
ancient tomb carved by the Nabataeans and the cool evocative atmosphere and drink are most welcome!

If on a Monday, Wednesday or Thursday you can participate in Petra by candlelight. 1800 candles are lit illuminating the Treasury. Bedouin
musicians play haunting tunes to instill a moment of magic. This normally carries an extra charge but is complimentary to guests of
Weekend a la Carte.

Overnight in Petra in your 5 star hotel with super mountain views from your room. For more information on the magnificent Petra

DAY 4Private transfer to the Dead Sea via John the Baptists Site

After breakfast your driver guide takes you on the scenic drive to the Dead Sea, the lowest point on earth. Make a stop en route at the
location believed to be John the Baptist’s baptismal site.

In the late 5th century a church was built here but the recurrent flooding of the river has meant that it had to be rebuilt several times over. At
least three other churches have been discovered, built in the 6th and 7th centuries.

Afterwards continue to the Dead Sea, for your afternoon at leisure. Enjoy the hotel and for the intrepid a swim, (or should we say float!), in the
Dead Sea in the Jordan Rift Valley.

The Dead Sea is flanked by mountains to the east and the rolling hills of Jerusalem to the west making it one of the most spectacular natural
and spiritual landscapes in the world.

Overnight in your 5* Dead Sea hotel in your Sea View Room.

A la Carte Optional Extras

Private Romantic Dinner overlooking the Dead Sea

If you are looking for a Romantic dinner then this dinner at the private lemon garden with sweeping views of the Dead Sea at the Kempinski
Ishtar is a great option. This dinner comes with a private butler, and a special 3 course meal with live cooking. You will be welcomes with a
glass of French champagne , and 1 bottle of local wine is included during dinner. Shisha will be served for those that wish.

Price per person: From £255

https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/should-i-go-to-petra/
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DAY 5At leisure prior to private airport transfer

Breakfast prior to your private airport transfer.

If this trip doesn’t quite meet your requirements, and having run holidays to Jordan for 15 years, we can construct itineraries that fit in the
perfect combination of sites and experiences you wish to see so do give a call.

Alternatively take a look at our Jordan Taster Private Trip or Take a look at our longer journeys or contact us if you require a tailor made
break.

Where You'll Stay

Petra Movenpick - Petra, Jordan
The 183 air-conditioned rooms and suites all offer private facilities, satellite TV, telephone, mini bar and hairdryer. The Hotel offers 7
restaurants, lounges and bars, all serving excellent food and drinks.

Recreational facilities include a freshwater swimming pool, a gymnasium and steam bath, shopping arcade and bank.

https://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/special-occasion-holidays/destinations/jordan-oman/jordan-taster-private-trip/
http://www.weekendalacarte.co.uk/jordan-travel.php
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Hilton at the Dead Sea
This brand new 5 star hotel has breathtaking views of the Dead Sea from the large terrace, or indulge in the spa and infinity pool.
With seven on site dining options you are bound to find a solution that works for your mood!

 

 

Fairmont Amman Hotel
The hotel has a luxurious spa with six treatments rooms offering a one-of-a-kind Dead Sea Pool and mud treatments, one of the
best hammams in the region, an exclusive couples treatment room, hair salon, full-service nail studio, kids pool, Fitness Center,
Jacuzzi, and a mineral pool and outdoor swimming pool.

With a focus on the freshest regional produce, the wide choice of hotel restaurants serves a wide range of cuisine; from local food
and shisha at Nasim, Levant cuisine at Nur, Japanese and the finest sushi at Tsuki, or the finest steaks and meats at Salt.

 

Testimonials
Petra was magnificent and we were lucky enough to visit the site early in the morning avoiding the crowds & tour guides. The drive to
Bethany was incredibly interesting but it was the changing scenery throughout the entire country that captivated us. We captured the flavour
of this beautiful country in the short time we were her and would highly recommend this to others.

Joy Greasley

Weekend a la Carte has out done yourselves again. We had a wonderful time and everything went off without a hitch. The guides were
awesome. The accommodations were impeccable. The days had the right amount of activity and down time and we were able to tailor it to
how we felt. We enjoyed every minute and have already recommended you to several of our friends. Thanks again.

 Dave Pratt

Price per person: From £1,625 (Incl Flights)

What's Included?
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● Activites outlined
● Flights with one hold bag per person from the UK
● 4 nights in 5 star hotel with breakfast (Fairmont Amman, Movenpick Petra with Mountain View Room, Hilton Dead Sea with Sea View

Room)
● Private Transfers, Vehicles and Guides

Departure Airport
● Heathrow

Our international clients are welcome to book their own flights

© 2018 Weekend a la Carte
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